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Introduction
This document provides an overview of this Public Working Draft (PWD).  It describes the various materials included in the PWD by the Formula Working Group (FWG).  It also lists a series of issues about which the FWG hope to receive specific feedback to drive the next steps of the specification development process.
The PWD includes:
	the requirements agreed by the FWG;
	specifications for various components of the formula specification; and
	normative schemas for the specifications.

Requirements
The requirements agreed upon by the FWG are included in the PWD.  There is a document for formula requirements and a document for XBRL instance validation requirements. These requirements are accompanied by motivating examples.
Specifications
The formula specification has been modularised, resulting in a large number of specification documents.
The specifications in this PWD are:
	Validation
	Consistency assertions
	Value assertions
	Existence assertions
	Formulae
	Variables
	Various filters
	Generic labels
	Generic references

These specifications depend on the public working draft of the generic link specification.
Some individuals may find it easier to read the variable specification first, followed by some or all of the the filter specifications.  The formula specification and the assertion specifications may then be more easily understood.
Being a PWD, these specifications may continue to evolve.  In particular, many of the XBRL functions referred to by the filter specifications have not yet been defined in a function specification or in the function registry.
Also note that the specifications in this PWD only address the XBRL report validation usage pattern.  Other specialised usage patterns for formulae will be addressed in extension specifications after the formula specification has reached candidate recommendation status.  Among these usage patterns, priority will be given to tuple creation, and formula chaining.
Schemas
A range of XML documents are also included in the PWD.  These can be found in the  directory in the ZIP file containing the PWD.
The xml directory contains a directory called .  This directory contains the schemas that support the specifications in the PWD.  Each specification names the schemas that support it.  The names of the files in the  directory correspond to these schema names.
A schema for the generic links is included in this distribution.  This will not be released as part of any candidate recommendation.  Instead, normative schemas will reference the normative version of the schema for generic link constructs.
Conformance suite tests
A conformance suite is currently under development.  This contains a broad range of examples illustrating usage of the specifications.  Those with access to the FWG CVS repository will be able to explore the latest versions of the test cases.
Focus issues
Almost all of the feedback on the second PWD has been incorporated into this third PWD.
This third PWD also includes a range of significant variations on the second PWD, largely reflecting refinement of the implicit filtering mechanism.  It also includes a comprehensive set of non-normative examples, a clearly distinguished set of terminology definitions and a set of error codes.  The normative schemas supporting the specifications have also been substantially refined.
Unlike previous PWDs, there are no specific focus issues for this PWD.  That said, feedback remains welcome on all aspects of the specifications.
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